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	All motor behavior is characterized by sensory inputs causing specific motor reactions. Because humans modify motor reactions voluntarily or through experience, this input-output relation is more complex in humans than in lower vertebrates. Eye movements provide a window on fundamental brain function, not only for topographic diagnosis of dysfunctions but also for the comprehension of normal brain function. This book highlights basic mechanical properties of eye movements, explains the neuronal basis of the vestibular-ocular reflex, saccadic eye movements, smooth-pursuit eye movements, and vergence eye movements, and deals with their pharmacological manipulation in disorders. Since precise measurement of motor reactions is essential for understanding the oculomotor system, one chapter critically discusses current registration methods, and another one considers the possibilities and limitations of modeling it by control theory methods. Its comprehensive characterization of eye movements and their relation to brain function makes this publication essential reading to ophthalmologists, neurologists, and clinical neuropsychologists.
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Fireworks MX Zero to HeroFriends of Ed, 2003

	Fireworks MX Zero To Hero is intended for the majority of readers who don't need to be told when to jump, or ask how high. If you're new to Fireworks MX, this book will provide you with a fast learning curve to get you swiftly up to speed, and progressing towards the creativity you want to achieve; and if you already have...
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Cyberdeterrence and CyberwarRAND Corporation, 2009

	This monograph presents the results of a fiscal year 2008 study, “Defining and Implementing Cyber Command and Cyber Warfare.” It discusses the use and limits of power in cyberspace, which has been likened to a medium of potential conflict, much as the air and space domains are. The study was conducted to help clarify and focus...
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JavaFX A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Welcome to JavaFX: A Beginner’s Guide. This book has been designed to give you
	the best first step into the exciting new frontier of JavaFX development. JavaFX
	is a rich environment tool, and learning JavaFX is a must for anyone who wants to create
	immersive, interactive environments for users of any background.


	This...
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ICCCE 2020: Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Communications and Cyber Physical Engineering (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering, 698)Springer, 2020

	This book is a collection of research papers and articles presented at the 3rd International Conference on Communications and Cyber-Physical Engineering (ICCCE 2020), held on 1-2 February 2020 at CMR Engineering College, Hyderabad, Telangana, India. Discussing the latest developments in voice and data communication engineering, cyber-physical...
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Cacti 0.8 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Generally speaking, network management refers to the tasks associated with running a network, along with the software, tools, and technology required to support these tasks. One major part of running a network is to monitor the devices on it in order to know

	what is happening.


	One definition of network management from the...
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CompTIA A+ Exam Prep (Exams A+ Essentials, 220-602, 220-603, 220-604)Que, 2008
This book covers every skill measured by the latest A+ Exams including:
	Understanding all essential PC terminology, concepts, internal components, and peripherals
	Installing, upgrading, configuring, and optimizing PC components 
	Troubleshooting hardware and performing essential preventive maintenance 
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